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Abstract

In this paper we give necessary and su/cient conditions for an additive functor u : u → C,
from a small pre-additive category u to a Grothendieck category C, to realize C as a localization
of the category of presheaves on u. This is a generalization of the Gabriel–Popescu theorem,
which considers the case where u is fully faithful.
c© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

A fully faithful functor between arbitrary categories is called a localization provided
that it has a left adjoint commuting with ;nite limits.

Consider a small pre-additive category u and the additive functor category of (addi-
tive) presheaves Pr(u) =Add(uop;Ab). The Gabriel–Popescu theorem states that every
Grothendieck category (i.e. a cocomplete abelian category with a generator and exact
;ltered colimits) C is a localization of a category Pr(u).

Theorem 1.1 (Gabriel and Popescu [5], Takeuchi [10], Mitchell [8]). Consider a
Grothendieck category C and a full generating subcategory u. Then C→ Pr(u) :C �→
C(−; C) is a localization. 2

1 The author is an aspirant at the FWO.
E-mail address: wlowen@vub.ac.be (W. Lowen).

2 This is in fact a slight generalization of the original Gabriel–Popescu theorem to families of generators.
That such a generalization is possible is well-known.
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However for a given Grothendieck category C, the Gabriel–Popescu theorem does
not allow us to construct all its realizations as localizations of categories of the form
Pr(u). The reason is that in general the natural functor from u to a localization of
Pr(u) will be neither full nor faithful. Our aim in this paper will be to characterize
those additive functors

u : u→ C

from a small pre-additive category u to a Grothendieck category C which do give rise
to a localization.

To state this characterization it will be convenient to call a collection of maps
Ui → U in u epimorphic (with respect to u) if the induced map

∐
i u(Ui)→ u(U ) is

an epimorphism in C.

(G) We say that u satis;es (G) if the objects u(U ) for U in u form a generating
family for C.

(F) We say that u satis;es (F) if for every map c : u(U ) → u(V ) in C there exists
an epimorphic collection fi :Ui → U such that cu(fi) is in the image of u for
all i.

(FF) We say that u satis;es (FF) if for every map f :U → V in the kernel of u there
exists an epimorphic collection fi :Ui → U such that ffi = 0 for all i.

The following theorem is the main result of this paper.

Theorem 1.2. Consider an additive functor u : u→ C from a small pre-additive cate-
gory u to a Grothendieck category C. The following are equivalent:

(1) The functor C→ Pr(u) :C �→ C(u(−); C) is a localization.
(2) u satis8es the conditions (G), (F) and (FF).

The nature of the conditions (G) and (F) and (FF) makes it natural to use sheaf-
theoretic language to prove Theorem 1.2. This language will probably be most famil-
iar in a non-additive context: Consider a small category u and the functor category
of presheaves Pr(u) = Fun(uop;Set). It is well known that all localizations of Pr(u)
are obtained, up to equivalence, as categories of sheaves Sh(u;T) for Grothendieck
topologies T on u (roughly speaking a Grothendieck topology on u is given by spec-
ifying a set of “coverings” for every object in u, see Section 2 for a precise de;nition
in the additive context). A category equivalent to such a category of sheaves is called
a Grothendieck topos and a theorem of Giraud gives an intrinsic characterization of
Grothendieck topoi [1,2]. This sheaf-theoretic framework generalizes to certain enriched
categories [3]. In this paper we work in an additive context (i.e. categories are enriched
in Ab).

Let u be a small pre-additive category as above. It is well known that all local-
izations of Pr(u) = Add(uop;Ab) are Grothendieck categories and can be obtained
(up to equivalence) as categories of sheaves Sh(u;T) for (additive analogues) of
Grothendieck topologies T on u [3].
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It follows that Grothendieck categories are nothing but the additive counterpart of
Grothendieck topoi, and the Gabriel–Popescu theorem is simply an additive version of
Giraud’s theorem. So below we adapt the proof of Giraud’s theorem to an additive
context, taking at the same time into account the weakened hypotheses (F) and (FF).

We also give “relative” versions of conditions (G), (F) and (FF) that allow us
to generalize (in the additive setting) the “Lemme de comparaison” [1] which gives
su/cient conditions for a functor between small categories to yield an equivalence on
the level of sheaf categories.

Finally, we illustrate conditions (G), (F) and (FF) in the example of sheaves of
modules over a ringed space.

The main result in this paper is used in the forthcoming [7] which gives a general
treatment of the deformation theory of abelian categories. We have decided to publish
it separately since it may be of independent interest. In the ;rst version of this paper
we conjectured that set theoretic analogues of the results in this paper are also valid.
At the time of going to print, it was brought to the attention of the author that a
generalized set theoretic Lemme de Comparaison was proved in [6].

2. Preliminaries on sheaf theory

De�nition 2.1. Consider a small pre-additive category u. An (additive Grothendieck)
topology T on u is given by specifying for every object U in u a collection T(U )
of subfunctors of u(−; U ) in Pr(u) satisfying the following axioms:

(T1) u(−; U )∈T(U );
(T2) for R∈T(U ) and f :V → U in u, the pullback f−1R in Pr(u) of R along

f : u(−; V )→ u(−; U ) is in T(V );
(T3) consider S ∈T(U ) and an arbitrary subfunctor R of u(−; U ); if for every V in

u and for every f∈ S(V ) the pullback f−1R is in T(V ), it follows that R is in
T(U ).

Convention 2.2. For a subfunctor R → u(−; U ) we will always assume that R(V ) is
a subgroup of u(V;U ). This allows us to make no notational distinction between the
subfunctor R and the settheoretic union R of all the sets R(V ) for V in u.

De�nition 2.3. The subfunctor RF generated by a collection F of maps (fi :Ui →
U )i is the smallest subfunctor of u(−; U ) containing F. This subfunctor consists of
all ;nite sums of maps that factor through an fi in F. The collection F is called a
covering with respect to a topology T if RF is an element of T(U ).

Remark 2.4. If u is the one-object category associated to a ring A, the axioms in
De;nition 2.1 correspond to those of a Gabriel topology on A [4].

De�nition 2.5. Consider a small pre-additive category u with a topology T. A presheaf
F in Pr(u) is called a sheaf (resp. a separated presheaf) if for every r :R→ u(−; U )
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in T and for every natural transformation � :R→ F , there is a unique (resp. there is
at most one) � : u(−; U )→ F with �r = �.

We will denote by Sh(u;T) the full subcategory of Pr(u) with as objects precisely
the sheaves.

The following Theorem can be extracted from [3].

Theorem 2.6. For every additive topology T on u, Sh(u;T)→ Pr(u) is a localization
(whose exact left adjoint is called the shea8cation functor). Conversely, if i :L →
Pr(u) is a localization with an exact left adjoint a, there is a unique topology T
on u such that the essential image of i is Sh(u;T). This topology is such that a
subfunctor r :R→ u(−; U ) is in T if and only if a(r) is an L-isomorphism.

For more details on sheaves over enriched categories, we refer the reader to [3].

3. Proof of Theorem 1.2

This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.2. Throughout we ;x an additive
functor

u : u→ C

from a small pre-additive category u to a Grothendieck category C. There is a unique
colimit preserving functor � :Pr(u)→ C extending u with a right adjoint

– :C→ Pr(u) :C �→ C(u(−); C):

For U in u, the canonical adjunction arrow �U : u(−; U )→ –(�(u(−; U ))) is given by

(�U )V : u(V;U )→ C(u(V ); u(U )) :f �→ u(f):

We will now re;ne some de;nitions occurring in the introduction.

De�nition 3.1. In an arbitrary category C, consider a collection of maps ci :Ci →
C for i∈ I . The collection is called epimorphic if cci = dci for every i∈ I implies
c = d. We will call a collection (fi :Ui → U )i of u-maps epimorphic (with respect
to u) if the collection (u(fi))i is epimorphic in C. We will call a subfunctor R →
u(−; U ) epimorphic if the corresponding collection of maps V → U is epimorphic (see
Convention 2.2). Analogously, we will call a subfunctor R→ C(u(−); C) epimorphic
if the corresponding collection of maps u(V )→ C is epimorphic.

The de;nition of (G), (F) and (FF) in the introduction may be reformulated in a
way that is more convenient for the sequel.

(G) For a C-object C, consider the collection RC of C-maps u(U )→ C with U in u.
The functor u satis;es (G) if and only if for every C-object C, RC is epimorphic.

(F) For a C-map c : u(U )→ u(V ), consider the collection Rc of u-maps f :Uf → U
with cu(f) = u(g) for some u-map g. The functor u satis;es (F) if and only if
for every C-map c, Rc is epimorphic.
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(FF) For a u-map f :U → V , consider the collection Rf of u-maps g :Ug → U with
fg = 0. The functor u satis;es (FF) if and only if u(f) = 0 implies that Rf is
epimorphic.

Properties (G) and (F) may be combined more economically in one statement.

(GF) For a ;nite collection (ci)i∈I of C-maps ci :C → u(Ui), consider the collection
RI of all maps c : u(Uc) → C such that for every i∈ I , cic = u(fi) for some
fi in u. We say that u satis;es (GF) if for every such collection (ci)i∈I , RI is
epimorphic.

Lemma 3.2. (GF) ⇔ (G) and (F).

Proof. That (G) and (F) implies (GF) is shown by induction on |I |. Let |I | = 0 and
consider C in C. By (G), the collection R? of all maps c : u(Uc)→ C is epimorphic.
Now consider (ci)i∈I as in (GF) and suppose, by induction, that RI\{j} is epimorphic.
Then for every c : u(Uc)→ C in RI\{j}, by (F), the collection Rcjc of maps f :U(c;f) →
Uc with cjcu(f) =u(g(c;f)) is epimorphic. Hence the collection of compositions cu(f)
is epimorphic, and all compositions cicu(f) for i∈ I can clearly be written as u(fi)
for some fi in u.

Conversely, suppose (GF) holds. (G) is precisely (GF) for |I |= 0. To see that (F)
holds, consider a C-map c : u(U )→ u(V ). It su/ces to apply (GF) to (c; 1u(U )).

3.1. Proof of (1)⇒ (2)

In this section, we suppose that – is fully faithful and � is exact.

Lemma 3.3. u satis8es (G).

Proof. Immediate since � is the left adjoint of the faithful functor –.

Lemma 3.4. Consider a subfunctor r :R→ u(−; U ) in Pr(u). The following are equiv-
alent:

(1) �(r) is a C-isomorphism;
(2) �(r) is a C-epimorphism;
(3) R is epimorphic.

Proof. Since � is exact, �(r) is always a C-monomorphism. This proves the equivalence
of 1 and 2. For the equivalence of 2 and 3, it su/ces to write r as the image of the
map r′ :

∐
f∈R u(−; Uf) → u(−; U ) induced by the maps f :Uf → U in R, and note

that �(r′) is induced by the maps u(f) for f∈R.

Lemma 3.5. u satis8es (F).
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Proof. Consider c : u(U )→ u(V ) in C. Consider the pullback

P

U) (U)) (V))C C(u ( ),(u ( ), u  u 

p

( , �

�V

U
u

V)( , u

� (c)

in Pr(u) in which �U and �V are the canonical adjunction arrows. Let r :R→ u(−; U )
denote the image of p. Since – is fully faithful, �(�V ) is an isomorphism. Hence since
� is exact, �(r) is an isomorphism, meaning precisely that the collection Rc of (F) is
epimorphic.

Lemma 3.6. u satis8es (FF).

Proof. Consider f :U → V in u and let k :K → u(−; U ) be the kernel of the corre-
sponding f : u(−; U )→ u(−; V ) in Pr(u). Since � is exact, u(f) = 0 implies that �(k)
is an isomorphism, meaning precisely that the collection Rf of (FF) is epimorphic.

3.2. Proof of (2)⇒ (1)

We will actually prove the following more precise result.

Theorem 3.7. Suppose that u satis8es conditions (G), (F) and (FF). Let T be given
by the epimorphic subfunctors of representable functors on u. Then T is a topol-
ogy on u and – :C → Pr(u) :C �→ C(u(−); C) factors over an equivalence & :C →
Sh(u;T). The shea8cation functor a :Pr(u) → Sh(u;T) is given by u(−; U ) �→
C(u(−); u(U )).

The last part of this theorem immediately implies the following corollary:

Corollary 3.8. (1) The following are equivalent:

(a) u is faithful;
(b) the functors u(−; U ) for U in u are separated presheaves.

(2) The following are equivalent:

(a) u is fully faithful;
(b) the functors u(−; U ) for U in u are sheaves.

We now start with the actual proof. The following lemma uses (FF) only in
part 2.

Lemma 3.9. (1) Consider an epimorphic subfunctor R → C(u(−); C) and a C-map
f ′ : u(V ) → C. The collection f ′−1R of all u-maps h :Vh → V with f ′u(h)∈R(Vh)
de8nes an epimorphic subfunctor of u(−; V ).
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(2) Consider an epimorphic subfunctor R of u(−; U ) and a u-map f :V → U .
The collection f−1R of all u-maps h :Vh → V with fh∈R de8nes an epimorphic
subfunctor of u(−; V ).

Proof. The proofs of 1 and 2 are very similar so we give them simultaneously. For 2,
put C = u(U ) and f ′ = u(f). Let R also denote the collection of couples h= (h′; Uh)
with h′ : u(Uh)→ C in R(Uh).

For every subset S ⊂ R, consider the canonical map �S :
∐

h∈S u(Uh)→ C and con-
sider its pullback �S :PS → u(V ) along f ′. Since

∐
h∈R u(Uh) is the ;ltered colimit of

all
∐

h∈S u(Uh) where S is ;nite, and since ;ltered colimits are exact in C, we obtain the
following diagram in which PR is the ;ltered colimit of the objects PS where S is ;nite:

C.

PR

iS

f '

f '

C

u(V )

u(V )

u(Uh)Ps

Π ∋   

h S

u(Uh)

Π ∋   

h S

�R

�S

�R�S
�S�R

For every ;nite S ⊂ R, let prh and inh denote the canonical projections and injections
of the biproduct

∐
h∈S u(Uh). Let RS denote the collection of maps c : u(Uc)→ PS for

which �Sc and all the maps prh Sc for h∈ S can be written as u(g) for some g∈ u.
Let T denote the collection of u-maps g with u(g) = �Sc for some ;nite S and c∈RS .
By (GF), every RS is epimorphic. Since �R and hence also �R in an epimorphism, it
follows that T is epimorphic. For g∈T with u(g) = �Sc and prh Sc= u(fh) for h∈ S,
we can compute

f ′u(g) = f ′�Sc = �S

(∑
h∈S

inh prh

)
 Sc:

First, we will ;nish case 1. Since

�S

(∑
h∈S

inh prh

)
 Sc =

∑
h∈S

h′u(fh);

T is an epimorphic part of f ′−1R.
Next, we will ;nish case 2. In this case,

u(fg) = f ′u(g) = �S

(∑
h∈S

inh prh

)
 Sc = u

(∑
h∈S

hfh

)
:
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By (FF), the collection Tg of u-maps k :Vk → Uc with fgk=
∑

h∈S hfhk is epimorphic.
Finally, the collection T ′ of all compositions gk with g∈T and k ∈Tg is an epimorphic
part of f−1R.

Corollary 3.10. The epimorphic subfunctors de8ne an additive topology T on u.

Proof. Conditions (T1) and (T3) are trivially veri;ed, and (T2) is precisely
Lemma 3.9(2).

As in Section 2, we will denote by i :Sh(u;T)→ Pr(u) the canonical inclusion and
by a :Pr(u)→ Sh(u;T) an exact left adjoint.

Corollary 3.11. If r :R → C(u(−); C) is an epimorphic subfunctor, then a(r) is an
isomorphism.

Proof. Consider the pullback

R r−−−−−→ U (u(−); C)�
� !

P −−−−−→
p

u(−; U )

for an arbitrary !. Lemma 3.9(1) states that p is epimorphic, hence a covering of
U . So clearly every functor � :C(u(−); C) → F to a sheaf F with �r = 0 satis;es
� = 0.

The following lemma uses (FF) only in part 1.

Lemma 3.12. Consider – :C→ Pr(u) :C �→ C(u(−); C): The following hold:

(1) – is fully faithful.
(2) For every C ∈C, –(C) is a sheaf on (u;T).

Proof. The proofs of 1 and 2 are very similar so we give them simultaneously. For 1,
consider � :C(u(−); D)→ C(u(−); C). We will show that � is the image of a unique
b :D→ C. This proves fully faithfulness of –. Let R denote the collection of all couples
h = (h′; Uh) with h′ : u(Uh)→ D a C-map and put �Uh(h) = �Uh(h

′).
For 2, consider an epimorphic subfunctor r :R → u(−; U ) and � :R → C(u(−); C).

Put u(U ) = D. For h :Uh → U in R, put h′ = u(h).
In both cases, consider for every subset S ⊂ R the map �S :

∐
S u(Uh) → D deter-

mined by the maps h′ for h∈ S, and consider the kernel %S :KS →
∐

S u(Uh) of �S .
Since

∐
R u(Uh) is the ;ltered colimit of all

∐
S u(Uh) where S is ;nite, and since
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;ltered colimits are exact in C, we obtain the following diagram in which KR is the
;ltered colimit of the objects KS where S is ;nite:

K U

U

U

D.

K

u

u

u

�

�R
R

S

S SS

R
R

λ

λ
h

h

h

h′

Π

Π

(     )

(     )

For every S ⊂ R, the maps �Uh(h) : u(Uh) → C determine a canonical map &S :∐
S u(Uh) :→ C. Suppose &R%R =0. Since �R is the cokernel of %R, we obtain a unique

morphism b :D→ C with bh′ = �Uh(h) for every h∈R. So in both cases it remains to
show that &R%R = 0, or equivalently that &S%S = 0 for every ;nite S. In order to do
this, let inh and prh denote the canonical injections and projections of the biproduct∐

S u(Uh) and consider the collection RS of all maps c : u(Vc)→ KS such that for every
h∈ S, prh%Sc = u(fh) for some fh in u. By (GF), RS is epimorphic.

First, we will ;nish case 1. For every c∈RS we have that

&S%Sc =
∑
h∈S

�Uh(h
′) prh%Sc = �Vc

(∑
h∈S

h′u(fh)

)
= �Vc(�S%Sc) = 0;

hence it follows that &S%S = 0.
Next, we will ;nish case 2. For every c∈RS we have that

&S%Sc =
∑
h∈S

�Uh(h) prh%Sc = �Vc

(∑
h∈S

hfh

)
:

Now

u

(∑
h∈S

hfh

)
= �S%Sc = 0:

So by (FF), the collection R(S;c) of maps g :Wg → Vc for which
∑

h∈S hfhg = 0 is
epimorphic. For every g∈R(S;c), we have that

�Vc

(∑
h∈S

hfh

)
u(g) = �Wg

(∑
h∈S

hfhg

)
= 0:

Hence it follows that �Vc(
∑

h∈S hfh) = 0 and consequently &S%S = 0.

Lemma 3.13. Consider a natural transformation � : u(−; U ) → F to a sheaf F and
suppose f :V → U in u is such that the collection Rf of (FF) is epimorphic. Then
�V (f) = 0.

Proof. The collection Rf of maps g :Vg → V with fg = 0 is a covering of V . The
composition �f : u(−; V )→ F is zero on Rf, proving that �V (f) = (�f)(1V ) = 0.
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Lemma 3.14. For U ∈ u, consider �U : u(−; U ) → C(u(−); u(U )) in Pr(u). (C(u(−);
u(U )); �U ) is a re=ection of u(−; U ) along i :Sh(u;T)→ Pr(u).

Proof. Consider a sheaf F and a natural transformation � : u(−; U )→ F . We have to
de;ne a unique � :C(u(−); u(U ))→ F with ��=�. Consider c : u(V )→ u(U ). By (F),
the collection Rc of maps f :Vf → V with cu(f) = u(gf) is epimorphic. Consider the
cover Rc → u(−; V ). By Lemma 3.13 and (FF), we can de;ne a natural transformation
& :Rc → F by putting &Vf(f)=�Vf(gf). Since F is a sheaf, & corresponds to a unique
element �V (c)∈F(V ). The � de;ned in this way is natural and unique with ��=�.

By Lemma 3.12, there is a fully faithful functor & :C→ Sh(u;T) with i&= –. Since
– is a right adjoint and i is a fully faithful right adjoint, & is limit preserving. We set
out to prove that & is an equivalence of categories.

Lemma 3.15. & preserves coproducts.

Proof. Consider a collection of C-objects (Ci)i∈I . There is a canonical morphism

( :
∐

C(u(−); Ci)→ C
(
u(−);

∐
Ci

)
in Pr(u) of which we have to prove that the associated morphism

a(() :
∐

&(Ci)→ &
(∐

Ci

)
is an isomorphism in Sh(u;T). Since ( is obviously a monomorphism in Pr(u), it
su/ces by Corollary 3.11 that the image of ( is epimorphic, which is clearly the
case.

Lemma 3.16. & is exact.

Proof. Consider a C-epimorphism c :C → C′ and the corresponding

( :C(u(−); C)→ C(u(−); C′)

in Pr(u). Since the image of ( is clearly epimorphic, it follows from Corollary 3.11
that &(c) = a(() is an epimorphism.

Lemma 3.17. & is an equivalence of categories.

Proof. It remains to show that & is essentially surjective. Consider a sheaf F in Pr(u).
By Lemma 3.14, the objects C(u(−); u(U )) for U ∈ u generate Sh(u;T). Hence, by
Lemma 3.15, we can ;nd C and C′ in C and an exact sequence &(C′)→ &(C)→ F →
0 in Sh(u;T). If we let C′′ denote the cokernel of the corresponding map C′ → C, it
follows from Lemma 3.16 that F ∼= &(C′′).

This ;nishes the proofs of Theorems 3.7 and 1.2.
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4. Lemme de comparaison

In this section we apply our main result Theorem 1.2 to give a generalization (in the
additive setting) of the “Lemme the comparaison” [1] which gives su/cient conditions
for a functor between small categories to yield an equivalence on the level of sheaf
categories. For a set theoretical Lemme de Comparaison in the same generality we
refer the reader to [6].

We start with a de;nition which abstracts the behaviour of epimorphic collections.
This de;nition is inspired by the notion of a “pretopology” in [1].

De�nition 4.1. Assume C is an arbitrary category. A covering system R on C is given
by specifying for every C in C a set R(C) of coverings of C. A covering of C is
by de;nition a collection of maps Ci → C in C. These coverings have to satisfy the
following transitivity property: if (Ci → C)i is a covering of C and if for every i,
(Cij → Ci)j is a covering of Ci then the collection of compositions (Cij → Ci → C)ij
is a covering of C.

If u is a small pre-additive category equipped with a topology T then u has an as-
sociated covering system RT where the coverings are as in De;nition 2.3. Conversely,
we will show that every “reasonable” covering system R on u naturally determines a
localization of Pr(u) (and hence a topology TR on u). This correspondence is such
that TRT

= T.
Consider a small pre-additive category u endowed with a covering system R with

R(U ) 
= ? for all U in u. Let N(u;R) be the following full subcategory of Pr(u): a
presheaf F belongs to N(u;R) if for every x∈F(U ), there exists a covering fi :Ui →
U in R such that for every i, F(fi)(x) = 0. Put L(u;R) =N(u;R)⊥, i.e. L(u;R) is
the full subcategory of Pr(u) containing all presheaves F with HomPr(u)(N; F) = 0 =
Ext1Pr(u)(N; F) for all N in N(u;R).

We have the following

Proposition 4.2. Let u be a small pre-additive category endowed with a covering
system R with R(U ) 
= ? for all U in u. There is a topology TR on u with

L(u;R) = Sh(u;TR):

This topology is such that r :R → u(−; U ) is in TR(U ) if and only if for every
f :V → U in u, the pullback p :P → u(−; V ) of R along f contains a covering
in R.

Proof. It is easily veri;ed that N(u;R) is a localizing subcategory of Pr(u) (i.e.
N(u;R) is closed under coproducts, subquotients and extensions, see for example [9].
Note that since R(U ) 
= ?; 0 =

∐
? is in N(u;R).) Consequently, L(u;R) →

Pr(u) is a localization with an exact left adjoint a, hence by Theorem 2.6, L(u;R) =
Sh(u;TR) for a topology TR. Moreover, r :R → u(−; U ) is in TR(U ) if and only
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if a(r) is an epimorphism in L(u;R). By the theory of localizing subcategories, this
happens precisely if Coker(r) is in N(u;R), that is if for every f∈ u(V;U ), there
exists a covering fi :Vi → V in R with ffi ∈R(Vi) for every i.

If C is an arbitrary category then the epi-covering system is given by the epimorphic
collections of maps.

Covering systems can be induced along a functor.

De�nition 4.3. Consider a functor u :U→ C between pre-additive categories, such that
C is equipped with a covering system R. Then (fi :Ui → U )i is a covering for the
induced covering system Ru if (u(fi))i is a covering for R.

We can now formulate “relative” versions of de;nitions (G), (F) and (FF) given in
the introduction. Let u :U→ C and R be as in the above de;nition.

(G) We say that (u;R) satis;es (G) if every object C in C has a covering of the
form (u(Ui)→ C)i with Ui in U.

(F) We say that (u;R) satis;es (F) if for every map c : u(U ) → u(V ) in C there
exists a covering (fi :Ui → U )i in Ru such that cu(fi) is in the image of u for
all i.

(FF) We say that (u;R) satis;es (FF) if for every map f :U → V in the kernel of u
there exists a covering (fi :Ui → U )i in Ru such that ffi = 0 for all i.

If u is small and C is a Grothendieck category equipped with the epi-covering system
R then this de;nition reduces to the one in the introduction. In this case, if (u;R)
satis;es (G), (F) and (FF), Ru is the covering system RT associated to the topology
T on u in Theorem 3.7.

Proposition 4.4. Consider a composition of additive functors

V→
v
U→

u
C

and a covering system R on C. The following is true.

(1) Ruv = (Ru)v;
(2) Assume that (u;R) and (v;Ru) satisfy (G), (F) and (FF). Then the same holds

for (uv;R).
(3) Assume that u is fully faithful and that (uv;R) satis8es (G), (F) and (FF). Then

the same holds for (v;Ru).

Proof. This is straightforward from the de;nitions.

Corollary 4.5. Consider an additive functor v : v→ u between small pre-additive cat-
egories and an additive topology T on u. Denote the associated covering system by
the same symbol.
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(1) Suppose (v;T) satis8es (G), (F) and (FF). Then
(a) Tv de8nes an additive topology on v (the subfunctors generated by coverings

in Tv).
(b) Consider v∗ :Pr(u) → Pr(v) :H �→ Hv. There is a commutative square of

functors

Pr(v) v∗←−−−−−−−−−−−− Pr(u)

i′

�
� i

Sh(v;Tv) ←−−−−−−−−−
&

Sh(u;T)

in which & is an equivalence of categories.
(2) Suppose there is a commutative square of functors as in 1(b) for an additive

topology Tv on v. Then Tv is induced by T.
(3) Suppose the functors u(−; U ) for U in u are sheaves with respect to T and sup-

pose there is a commutative square of functors as in 1(b). Then (v;T) satis8es
(G), (F) and (FF).

Proof. If we consider v, the canonical functor u : u → Pr(u) → Sh(u;T), and the
composition uv, the result follows from Proposition 2.6, Theorems 1.2, Theorem 3.7,
Corollary 3.8 and Proposition 4.4.

5. An illustrative example

In this section we discuss a simple example which illustrates conditions (G), (F)
and (FF).

Let X be a topological space and let OX be a sheaf of rings on X . We denote by
Mod(OX ) and PMod(OX ) the categories of sheaves and presheaves of OX -modules.
Mod(OX ) is a localization of PMod(OX ), the exact left adjoint a being given by
shea;cation.

For an open U ⊂ X let jU :U → X be the inclusion map and let PU = jpU; !OU

and SU = jU; !OU = a(jpU; !OU ) be the extensions by zero of OU in the categories of
presheaves and sheaves. We have

Hom(PU ; PV ) =

{
.(U;OU ) if U ⊂ V;

0 otherwise
(1)

and

Hom(SU ; SV ) = {f∈.(U;OU ) |f is zero on a neighborhood of U \ V}: (2)

Thus in particular if U ⊂ V ,

Hom(PU ; PV ) = Hom(SU ; SV ): (3)
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The objects (PU )U are ;nitely generated projective generators of PMod(OX ) and
hence the objects (SU )U are generators of Mod(OX ). Let u and u′ be the full subcat-
egories of PMod(OX ) and Mod(OX ) spanned by these objects. We deduce that

PMod(OX ) ∼= Pr(u):

So Mod(OX ) is a localization of Pr(u). However this is not a consequence of the
Gabriel–Popescu theorem. Indeed the Gabriel–Popescu theorem would realize Mod(OX )
as a localization of Pr(u′) and as seen from (1) and (2) the relation between Pr(u)
and Pr(u′) is obscure.

On the other hand, the fact that Mod(OX ) is a localization of Pr(u) is a consequence
of Theorem 3.7. Indeed if u : u→Mod(OX ) is the shea;cation functor then it satis;es
(G), (F) and (FF). This follows of course from the converse direction of Theorem 1.2,
but let us verify it directly.

We already know that (G) holds, and (FF) follows from the fact that the presheaves
PU are separated.

To prove (F) consider f∈Hom(SU ; SV ). We identify f with a section of OU as
in (2). For every U ′ ⊂ U there is a canonical map jU ′ ;U :PU ′ → PU determined by
1∈.(U ′;OU ′). It is easily seen by looking at stalks that a collection (jUi;U )i with
U =

⋃
i Ui is epimorphic with respect to u. Now let W ⊂ U be a neighborhood of

U \V on which f is zero. Thus (U ∩V )∪W =U hence (jU∩V;U ; jW;U ) is epimorphic.
By (3) the composition fu(jU∩V;U ) : SU∩V → SU → SV is in the image of

Hom(PU∩V ; PV ) and clearly the composition fu(jW;U ) : SW → SU → SV is zero, so it
is also in the image of Hom(PW ; PV ). This proves (F).

To ;nish this example let us give an application of Corollary 4.5. Let B be a basis
for the topology on X . Let v be the full subcategory of PMod(OX ) spanned by the
objects PU for U ∈B. Let T be the topology of Theorem 3.7 that yields an equivalence
of categories Mod(OX ) ∼= Sh(u;T). The inclusion v : v→ u is fully faithful and clearly
satis;es (G). Hence by Corollary 4.5 there is an equivalence of categories Sh(v;Tv) ∼=
Sh(u;T). This corresponds of course to the fact that sheaf-categories are determined
by a basis for the topology.
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